A general analytic method to evaluate the asymptotic behavior of two·spin correlation functions of two·dimensional (2D) non-uniform but regular Ising models is constructed explicitly by studying slightly modified Toeplitz determinants with use of Jacobi's idea and the Wiener-Hopf summation technique. An application of it to the evaluation of 4-coordinated-spin correlation functions for the two-dimensional Ising model on the Union Jack lattice is also given. § 1. Introduction
It has been known that correlation functions of the two-dimensional (2D) Ising models on planar lattices are exactly expressed as some types of determinants_ 1 ), 2) Additional symmetries of lattices make the determinants very tractable. This feature is important in studying analytically the dependence on distance or asymptotic behavior of correlation functions. . In uniform systems (including anisotropic systems), the correlation function between two spins on the same line is expressed as a Toeplitz determinant. The limit of the correlation function <CJoCfr> for r-HXJ is evaluated using Szego's theorem. 3 ) In this way, there have been obtained various rigorous results such as the exact expression of the spontaneous magnetization of the 2D Ising model on the square lattice with uniform coupling constants and an oscillation of correlation functions with wave number k depending on T (temperature) in the case of the antiferromagnetic model on the triangular lattice. 4 ) It is difficult to evaluate analytically' the asymptotic behavior of correlation functions in non-uniform systems. Yaks et al. studied the 2D Ising model on the Union Jack (U. J.) lattice ( Fig. 1) and showed the correlation function between two spins on the same lattice line of the skeleton lattice is expressed as a Toeplitz determinant in their parameter space.
S )
(Note: Non-uniform magnetizations often occur in non- Fig. 1 . The Union Jack (U. J.) lattice. The symbol (5f is an 8-coordinated spin and (5/ is a 4-coordinated spin.
- A non-uniform but regular lattice with a large unit cell. l10 a and 11/ are "special" in the sense that they are located on the same horizontal line and in the same place in each unit cell, but the two spins l10a and 11/ are not special. uniform systems. On the U. J.lattice with some coupling constants, the spins {o-a} are easy to order and the lattice consisting only of the {O'a} is called the skeleton 6 ) lattice. On the other hand, {o-b} are hard to order owing to the frustration. We call the spins {O'b} floating spins.) Yaks' case is rather lucky.
The correlation function between "special" two spins (Fig. 2 ) is expressed as a block Toeplitz determinant. The "special" two spins are defined as follows. In a non-uniform but regular system, the lattice has a unit cell and the whole lattice is constructed by connecting the unit cells periodically. Let the spins in the unit cell be assigned numbers according to the.1ocations in it. Then, by the "special" two spins we mean that they have the same number and that they are located in different unit cells and on the same line. Au-Yang and McCoy7) studied a model with a unit cell whose size is n x 1 and showed the correlation function between the two spins on the same horizontal line is expressed as a block Toeplitz determinant with block size 2 x 2. They evaluated the asymptotic behavior of the correlation function using an extension of Szego's theorem. Except for these special cases, it is difficult to evaluate the asymptotic behavior analytically. In this paper, we extend the method to the cases in which the location of spins is different only by a finite distance from the previous "special" positions. We prove a mathematical theorem in § 2, and explain our method generally in § 3. In § 4 we apply it to the evaluation of a floating-spin correlation function on the U. J. lattice as an interesting example. A summary and future problems are given in § 5. § 2. Extended Jacobi's theorem Jacobi discussed a relation between a determinant of a matrix and that of its minors. We extend here his idea in the following form. 
On the other hand, we have
The identities (2-4) and (2-6) lead to the desired result (2-2).
The theorem reduces to Cramer's rule for r=l and Jacobi's theoremS) for r=2. Using this theorem, modified Toeplitz ~eterminants are evaluated in the next section. § 3_ Evaluation of modified Toeplitz determinants
In this section, we study the following matrix:
:
We have also introduced the following matrices: A=(aij) ( 
where" t" denotes transposition and we have We introduce the following infinite series:
These series converge in some region including the unit circle 1~1=1 owing to the above conditions. Once we evaluate the asymptotic behavior of det(i5r) which is a block Toeplitz determinant, we can find the asymptotic behavior of det(Dr) as shown later. For this purpose, we introduce here the following notations:
and Xii';)=L:~=oXnuj).;n (1sjsp, and 1siss or n-u+1sisn)_
Using extended Jacobi's theorem in § 2, we obtain 931 (3-6) (3-7)
(3·8) (3-9) (3-10)
The identity XrDr=I (unit matrix) leads to the following equations by neglecting the terms including the elements of Gr and Hr which are exponentially small for large r (see (3·4)).
(3-14)
(1 <"" < . -+.,..
We neglect the terms including Xab and Xba in [ ... ]-also has similar properties. When VI, V2, "', and Vn are all zero, it is called "standard canonical factorization". In our case, we set C(~)=(Cij(~» (0::;; i, j::;;p) (see (3'5» and assume that C(~) allows standard canonical factorization (otherwise an additional consideration is needed). Then Eqs. (3'I2)~(3'I5) are solved in the following way. We can show that Eq. (3 ·13) is equivalent to (3 ·I3a).
where Si~) is a vector satisfying [Si~)]+=O and t{Xi~)}=(Xjl(~), "', Xjp(~». Multiplying Q(~) on both sides of (3 'I3a), we get (3 ·13b) Noting that 
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Similarly we can deduce the relation (3·18) from (3·14), 
det(Dr
This formula is useful in studying the asymptotic behavior of det(Dr), because it is much simpler to calculatedet(Dr) than det(Dr) itself.
§ 4. An application to the evaluation of correlation functions
Using the results in § 3, we can evaluate a correlation function between two spins located far from each other. In this section, we apply our method described in § 3 to the evaluation of the correlation function between 4-coordinated spins on the U. J.
lattice. This system has such interesting properties as reentrant phenomena, floating spins, etc.
5
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Our analytical method is powerful to solve the above delicate problems in frustrated systems.
We study a special case (Fig. 3) on the U. J. lattice, which has a reentrant phase transition for a certain range of a= hl]l. The notations used here are the same as in § 3. It has been known that two-point correlation functions of the two-dimensional Ising model with nearest-neighbour interactions on an arbitrary lattice are expressed as .determinants of some matrices and the practical method to construct the matrices was discussed in Refs. 1), 2) ane}. 5). Using the method, we getthe correlation function of the form: 
Y21(';:)=XZ,;:-I[ -x 2 (3+x 2 )(1 +x 2 )+(1 +6x 2 + 15x 4 +2x
and Using the formula (3·21) in § 3, we obtain our desired expression: b ) has a behavior similar to the spins <6o a 6/) on the skeleton lattice, when the factors of <6o a 6r a ) in (4' 5) are not zero. If the factors "Cons{"'}" are zero, the floating spins 6 b do not have a long range order. The explicit expression of "Cons{"'}" is too complicated to investigate analytically and seems not to be zero identically. An explicit analysis of these results will be reported elsewhere. § 5. Summary and future problems
We have discussed a method to evaluate slightly modified block Toeplitz determinants. This method is applicable to the case in which the original block Toeplitz determinant can be evaluated. Hence one of our future problems is to construct a general method to evaluate a block Toeplitz determinant with a large block size. (Au-Yang and McCoy studied a 2 x 2 block in some detai1.
7 ») This leads to a standard factorization problem for a matrix whose elements are analytic functions. Though the existence of the solution has been proved on some conditions/ 2 ) the practical procedure has been unknown so far.
On the other hand, the present extension of Jacobi's theorem is important from a physical point of view, because correlation functions between two spins on different sub-lattices in non-uniform systems can be evaluated using the present improved method. In the present paper, we have picked up the U. ]. lattice as an example. Recently some analytical results about the spontaneous magnetization on the U. ]. lattice have been reported. 13 ), 14) It requires further considerations to show that their results for 4-coordinated spins are correct for frustrated cases because their results have been obtained by assuming only the up-down symmetry breaking for the skeleton lattice. Two-spin correlation functions have more information than one-point functions. The effects of floating spins on symmetry breaking can be studied using the . present method discussed in § 4. The possibility of other types of symmetry breaking will be reported elsewhere in the near future.
